
Scout Gaming launches fantasy player odds
markets with Kaizen Gaming
Scout Gaming have launched their fantasy player odds markets with Kaizen Gaming, that
operates under the brands Stoiximan and Betano. The two parties strengthened their partnership
last year, aiming at bringing to life new products and additional features.  Stoiximan players are
now able to bet on fantasy player odds, as a new sub-section has been added to the official website
stoiximan.gr under their “Fantasy” tab, called “Player Odds” using Scout Gaming’s sportsbook.

The following fantasy player odds are currently available: Player Fantasy Points Over/Under: Bet on a
players fantasy score in the match, Player Duels (same team duels, match duels, or cross match duels):
Bet on which player to get most fantasy points in their respective matches, Outright bets: Bet on which
player to get most fantasy points during a full season, month, cup or playoff

Scout Gaming is working to add a “bet builder” to their offering, where users can combine several
fantasy bets from the same matches, or combine it with regular sportsbook markets from the same
match. A separate “Bet on your Fantasy team” feature also planned to be launched later on.

"We are very proud to be able to deliver additional products to Stoiximan. Player Odds are an important
part of our Fantasy experience, complementing fantasy tournaments with a fantasy-against-the-house
offer. It brings additional cross-selling potential between fantasy sports & the client's sportsbook, or
Scout Gamings proprietary sportsbook.

Stoiximan is an important partner for us, and we hope to extend our collaboration in the future",
comments Scout Gaming’s Chief Product Officer, Andreas Sundal.

"We are very happy to launch the ‘Fantasy player Odds’ to our Greek based players delivered by Scout
Gaming.  We continually improve our products and services to offer the best experience to those who
trust us for their entertainment and our collaboration with Scout Gaming is proven to be instrumental on
this one. We are looking forward to offering additional products to all 6 markets that we are currently
operating in collaboration with our Scout Gaming", comments Kaizen's Sportsbook Product Manager,
John Tsakalakis.

About Kaizen Gaming
Kaizen Gaming is the largest GameTech company in Greece and one of the fastest growing companies
of the industry in Europe. Today the company operates in 6 countries: Greece and Cyprus with the brand
Stoiximan, Germany, Romania, Portugal and Brazil with its international brand Betano. The company
currently employing more than 850 employees, 260 of which are staffing only the Technology
department. For more information visit www.kaizengaming.com.

About Scout Gaming Group
Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports. The company
offers a flexible and customizable network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports
and leagues. The Group is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with development and operations in



Bergen, Norway and Lviv, Ukraine. Scout Gaming is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market and
the Certified Adviser is Redeye AB. Contact details: Certifiedadviser@redeye.se, +46 (0)8 121 576 90.
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For further information, please contact:
Andreas Sundal, Chief Product Officer & Co-founder
Tel: +47 40850013
Email: andreas.sundal@scoutgaminggroup.com

About Scout Gaming Group
Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports. The company
offers a flexible and customizable network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports
and leagues through an in-house StatCenter which also provides real-time information to players. Local
sports can be provided on request. The Group is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with development
and operations in Bergen, Norway, and Lviv, Ukraine and Malta. Scout Gaming is listed on the Nasdaq
First North Growth Market and the Certified Adviser is Redeye AB. Contact details:
Certifiedadviser@redeye.se, +46 (0)8 121 576 90.


